
 

 

LANGNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 

GOVERNOR VISIT REPORT 
 

Governor Name(s) 
Oli Stevens 

Date of Visit 
Thursday 16th March 2017 

Focus of Visit – overview of early years provision and current performance 
 
Phase is at least good with some area of outstanding practice.  Progress is outstanding; teaching is at least 
good; monitoring and assessment is at least good; leadership capacity is outstanding; behaviour is good. 
 

Areas for development are - in year attainment gaps as well as attainment in physical, speech and 
language. 
 
Children arrive well below national average - Low entry data in Communication and Language, Physical 
Development, Moving and Handling, Maths (Number, Shape Space and Measure). 
 
This year we have poor personal and social skills, especially in Pyramids Class.  The use of THRIVE is 
important. 
 
We have made accelerated progress.  It has been requested that the Phase Achievement Leader sends me 
the progress data and analysis for this as evidence. 
 
Windsor Castle Class has the strongest class data although high projected PP gaps.  Pyramids  Class has the 
lowest attainment and most behaviour and social emotional needs.  Senior leaders may wish to consider 
mixing the classes in Sept 2017. 
 
Poor parental engagement during initial induction– workshops are being offered after school as an 
alternative to the morning sessions we have been running and attendance is now being monitored by the 
school office. 
  

Classes/ Staff Visited 
Suzie Cruttenden (Phase Achievement Leader) and all reception, nursery classrooms 
 

Summary of Activities (e.g. observing classes, talking to staff and pupils, looking at resources etc) 
Met with Phase Achievement Leader to gain an overview of current practice and strengths / areas of 
development in the phase. 
 
This was followed by a learning walk around the classrooms to observe the implementation of Village and 
Early Excellence projects this year. 
 
Saw ducklings – hatched on site and this created a real life learning opportunity for understanding the 
world evidence as this has been a historical low area of development 
 
Saw reading as a focus this term with reading words used in flick football activity (develops reading and 
moving / handling skills) 
 
PP children are now explicitly identified on plans and a PP intervention group is now running for the 
Highers, and is an explicit area of focus for all planning and small group considerations. 
 



 

 

Gap has narrowed in physical development as a focus area for term 3, moving and handling was a key 
strand as Kerry focused on learning activities the boys  e.g. hammering golf tees into melons. 
 
 

What I have learned as a result of my visit? 
 
The Village Project has been really good for investing in Early Years quality first teaching especially with 
free flow across the playground and now Kerry, Daisy and Zita are leading this project to develop links with 
nursery e.g. walkie talkies and adults bringing nursery children to the ‘village.’ Still need more classroom 
free flow to become truly village in all we do, (possibility of using year 6 / Windsor Castle as the reception 
space in Sept 17?) 
 
Early Excellence project used as part of staff CPD – best practice ideas, networking with other schools and 
seeing Polegate Village Project in action, less play equipment (quality over quantity), improvements in free 
learning time but need more shared space areas for true free flow. 
 
Finally a new assessment has come in called Leuven scales – measuring the involvement and wellbeing, 
rating children’s characteristics for wellbeing and involvement from 1-5,  
Children should be on average a 4/5 for both.  This can show self-assurance, confidence, grit etc.   This is 
tracked 6 times a year through teacher observations and the challenge is to maintain this over Easter and 
Summer etc (could this be an area of focus for PP funding?) 

Positive comments about the focus 
Across the phase there is rigorous monitoring and use of best fit for early learning goals, lots of CPD. 
 

Aspects I would like clarified / questions I have 
Suzie is also going to look at the impact so far of the additional hours funded by the EYPP grant £2,100 in 
nursery for language and communication development, she now has the EYPP statement and will provide 
impact data so far for Term 4 
 
How are we transitioning the leading of Early Years after Easter once Suzie has gone? 
 

Ideas for future visits 
Will visit again Term 5 to ensure that best practice is continued across Early Years once Suzie has gone and 
that there is a narrowing of the PP gap as children work towards their Early Learning Goal. 
 
Term 6 need to review impact data of projects and PP gaps for the whole cohort,  
 
Could also visit to focus on transition from nursery to reception 
 

Any other comments 
 

 
Signed  Oli Stevens     
Date  16.03.2017 


